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Dear Jim, 	 11/29/73 	
t 

Think for your enclosures -eith 11[24. i'm sere: glad you di in t _ 
	

as I die, that all 

of Gn's impeuishables weula be type-set! I find it exceptional that there seems to have been 

no paper that used the q and a. Barry 6useman thought the NIT had in the lsteet edition, but 

a friend who had naysayed. have written harry again because the first of the esries of Post 

editorials quoted directly. 

Today I received but have not looked at the 22pp filed in court stesearizing ane analyzing 

the tapes, if you want a copy. 4 -t in legal-sized, so Pi have 'esar, Wet ney or may not want 

a copy, have it made. I'll read it when I can. 

Yourmaking no mention of Pacifica b'  cast of the . ensterwald. insanity ie encouraging. he 

and Lesar both indicted Pacifica broadcast jai tots:). I shudder! I sawc,heedbanded Pacifica 

technician there. Farout for our generation) types also videotaped. 

Recently I hen a clip from L,hicago of an eederson column the Post hedeet run. I wondered 

then if this eve froe during the etrike, fin' pepees C].0 !C)t elweye 	 ■ :_esrjtee. 

However, yours on the police-state business, if of a time and character that preclude this 

explanation, .ere also of content I would have expected the Post to save anu use. It is too 

consistent with too much. Reminds me of today's lead editorial coepareu with its suppression 

of what gave on jaworski. The story was written and handea in but it has not appeared. 

The assigning editor anu the writing reporter are eetro. The story itself is again National. 

end therein lien t e explanation for what has not been touched. 

You conclude pith ref to talks shows. hear none here and none worth listening to are 

local. Thor,  are a few night-timers can get but work instead. That people are talking 

openly about a coup is good. But if thie !scene they can come to accept it, that is not, of 

course. have commentee separately on Washington talk. Not just friend of Da people, who 

I have now met and will when I can lee: up anu talk to. 

One of the problems of being into too much and trying to remember too much sand not being 

able to) is a lack of certainty. I think that while GL said he first heard of nisberg job 

3/17/73, he did nothing until third:A/25 and not until long after order from judge. It is 

my recollection that it was laid out as a threat to him on 4/15, that same Sunday of the 

runTout tape. I'll eventually read Petersen s testimony on this rather then ey notes on it. 

eigreseion: Pet. rsen was in on the Hoffa fix. 1  now have a transcript of a Sheridan 

intercept of a phone conversation between Whitey Partin ante Bill Loeb's arthut Egan. They 

go into this. If I didnot make a carbon of what wrote the evening of Petersen'e Ervin 

testimony, I then made strong notes on him. You may have seen this in theGray excerpts. 

Except from self-description, he is no white knight. 

Perhade the few short notes amplify on whet we agree on and I'm sorry i misread in jy 

constant haste, what GL is up to. Noe he has made a deal on the Ford confirmation and in 

terms of a crack at him on impeachment. His whole scheme ie to delay, regardless of what it 

means and can result in. The only explanation is not insanity but knowledge of what can come 

out. of this I have enough to account for his course aria I do not think for a minute it is all. 

Put sieple, guilty ime.leage, knowing what can come out. thus the difference in hie when he 

• to be questioned, when his nervousness cant be hidden. You are right in his seeming to be 

forcing the issue because the sooner it comes up the b.tter his chances if for no other reason 

because it will be limited to what is then known. I an trying to aderess this but without 

any great hope. I've matte a few more thee the ineiceted aperoaches. A possible good word on 

the Wolfson one today. I an to hear from soneone. With tests. "eanine judeoments. 

If any of the new memos mean anything, I hope you'll let me snow fast. Lesar has checked 

then at 'roue Itesearch and told me that sairsen has old reeical-rieht coneections but seems 

to have disapeeared. I'm disepeointed that Oindeman didn t show. I've asked him to make a 

check of the Uongres:ional ,ecord index, to see if we have more than a chronological link. 

...et lunch 1  began to read buzhardt's 22 pp of 11/26. it epeears to be worse ann much 

more arrogant and deceptive than papers indicated. I'll probably make a brief note of the 

pu on which there is bad stuff. The be0.n_ing is increuible enough: after service of a 
subpoena, he says ',axon rpovined this "voluntarily." Voluntarily under subpoena? 'nick! 

heard 2 p.m. neescast that herbert Stein forecasts 6. unemployment. SL source once high 
arms for :aonths out of government tole lie they lone ago c;:pecteu 6 1/ap 'and that's high." 

,some calls. again ti_an::s. If I sete,ri transcript, I'll let you keow. 


